Power Take-off socket

Product Features

Easy clip for emptying

•
•
•

Storage for all
attachments

•
•
•

Adaptable for power
tool extraction

User Discussion: Vacuum user & target Market

Wet and dry capabilities
Blowing capabilities
Automatic synchronised start/
stop for use with power tools
20L Capacity
4.5kg
1250 W

He likes the
compact size
Thought the filter
took up to much
storage

RRP £69.99

Thought the
wheels looked
flimsy

Product Target Market: Home Garage and Workshop

Liked lightweight
feel

Vacmaster also have a professional range which implies this product is for personal use. Based on reviews,
users range from small business owners to those working on pet projects.

Has as much
power as his £300
BOSCH

Performance: Pros
Seal in full
position

Seal Rises with water level

Seal in empty
position

Inside the filter is the housing on the
left. This housing contains a seal that
is free to move within the chamber.
During the water volume test, the
chamber was filled with water, this
caused the seal to rise and eventually
cutting off the suction. This alerts the
user to the fact its full and protects the
electrics from water.
Due to the bulky air filter, the suction
gets cut off at 12L despite being
advertised to have 20L of capacity.
This is in-fact the full storage of
the container when the air filter is
completely removed.

Cons
•

•

To change from vacuum to blower
the hose needs to be reattached
in a separate socket. This causes
anything in the tube to be blown
out immediately, duel use in quick
succession isn’t recommended
There is an air leak where the hose
meets the extension. This is due to
cheap materials

Based on Amazon review:
“It’s very very noisy. It makes more
noise than the power tools I’m using!”
The blower port is the source of most
of this noise.
•

The cable wrap is poorly designed.
The hook is to close to the blower
output point which prevents you
from full wrapping the cable. This
would not be a problem as you
could clip the last bit into the hook.
However, this hook is to big for the
cable. When the vacuum is moved
it immediately falls out and all the
cable unravels.

ME30356 Reverse Engineering: User Experiance
Vacmaster Multi 20 PTO: Sam Riddell-Webster
Use : Pros
•

•

When on the power tool setting,
vacuum is vonly active when the
tool is in use. Then continues for a
few seconds after to clear leftover
particulates. Excellent feature!

•

Cable connects to the product at
the opposite side to the power
socket which reduces the chance of
entanglement.

•

Poorly designed storage methods,
attachments fall off easily.

•

Simple switch design but could be
confusing when sticker falls off.

•

Features poorly labelled e.g. ‘In’
arrow on the blower attachment
point.

•

Vacmaster is sold with a ‘Universal
adapter’. This did not fit into our jig
saw. The adapter may be intended
to be cut to size but this means it
wont work for the next tool.

•

The power tool setting also only
functions when something is plugged
in. Good safety feature!

•

Unboxing and assembly took 6
minutes from start to finish which
is fairly painless.

Improvements

Vacuuming in wet conditions
requires a different filter to be fitted.
Once use is completed the user would
have to remove the wet, dirty filter
to reapply the dry one.

On the whole I believe the product is of good quality especially for the price
range. Despite this there are a few areas where the user experience could certainly
be improved:
•

Cable attachment: If the hook attachment was moved 50mm to the left then
that would completely sort the problem caused by the blowing port. If the clip
was made to the size of a the cable then it could actually be useful.

•

The attachment holders are currently semi circular. If these where extended to
a small extent then they could support the full base of each attachment which
would stop them falling off.

•

•

The air filter and internal sealing system should be reduced in size, the
storage capacity of the hoover has been almost halved due to its excessive
bulk. This may be a design requirement in order to get enough airflow and
create enough suction. In which case, Vacmaster should start advertising there
product with its actual capacity of 12L.
Reduce noise: most of the noise is produced at the blower port. When not in
use this effectively acts as an exhaust. Covering it doesn’t reduce suction power
but dampens the noise output. Some form of cover for this port when not in
use would drastically reduce the noise problem.

Styling : Pros

Cons
•

Andy (Target Market) commented
on his lack of interest in appearance

•

Bright blue colour makes it very
visible so the user is less likely to trip
over it while using power tools.

•

Product weight: 4.5kg, This is very
light for the market

•

Packaging is cheap but well
designed, visually conveys products
uses, components and functions.

•

Small an compact, Can be condensed
down to 30 x 30 x 50cm. So it is
easy to store in a domestic situation
or under a workbench

Cons
•

The product exterior is entirely
plastic and feels cheap, giving low
expectations.

•

The rubber backing on the water
sweeping attachment isn’t well
supported and wouldn’t withstand
hard use.

•

All attachments are fully plastic and
feel flimsy, The head attachments
bristles are not firmly secured and so
fall out with minimal force.

In general it is clear that where cost meets styling the designers have opted for the
former. It is clear from the plastic appearance, cheap packaging and lightweight
that the initial user expectations will be low. This will only be increased by the
low price tag.

Product Testing
The following tests where carried out as well as a thorough testing of all the
products official operations.

To conclude this product was built to
budget which explains material issues.
It also demonstrates both moments
of brilliant and terrible design.
Considering the price tag I would
happily buy this product but, as with
everything, you get what you pay
for.

Vacmaster was pushed down the stairs.
Vacmaster was pushed down stairs with cable plugged in at the top.
Vacmaster was used with incorrect filters and no bag.
Vacmaster was filled with water through the nozzle until the shut off mechanism
cut off the suction.
Outcome: No damage or failure
From the testing it can be concluded that the product is much more resilient than
initially anticipated. It pasted all tests without a scratch. It also performed all
advertised operations without any major problems, any issues are highlighted.
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Material Analysis: Pie charts by weight
Cast Steel

Galvanised Steel

Part 1.2 was cast as its the cheapest way
to produce the required flange.

Parts 1.4 & 1.6 are galvanised steel. As
are all other screws in the product.
This is an Wet & Dry vacuum and
no part of the product is fully sealed
from damp so all materials most
corrosion resistant.

Electrical components
A single unit made of Paper,
galvanized steel wire and
vulcanized rubber

Aluminium

Used for the PCB housing Plate, 2.9.
This reinforced plastic is used for its
dimensional stability and rigidity. This is
useful as it prevents any twisting of the
PCB which could damage components.

PP

PE

High Melting Point, Inert, won’t
Cheaper material produce mould.
Good fatigue
resistance
The mixture of PP and PE allows
for combined properties. This
combination has been used
as the go to throughout
his product for
this compromise
between cost and
function.

PVC

Polycarbonate

Used for 6.3 and 6.6 as they both require
manipulation and PVC is corrosion
resistant. Also resistant to moisture and
abrasion so particularly good for the
hose.

This is used for all scenarios where the
user directly interacts with electricity
(3.3 & 3.5). This is because it has a
high impact strength combined with
excellent insulating properties. This
combination drastically reduces the
chance of electrical injury.

PA6-GF30

aphic

M
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’

cs

ti
las

Low Carbon Steel
Part 1.7 is made of corrosion resistant
steel the lower assembly isn’t sealed
and the part will be exposed to damp
air.

Part 5.5, is the upper section of the Clip
for holding the Vacuum halves together.
5.5 will experience high tensile stress
and so a stronger material is required.
See graph below

The vast majority
of plastic parts
were identified
by manufacturers
markings

’ Gr
etals

All Metals

PP + Glass Fibre

Other Plastics

Air Filter
A single unit made of Paper,
galvanized steel wire and
vulcanized rubber

PA66-GF30

Over half the products wait is a PP +
PE blend including all structural parts.

All Materials

Metals

Part 1.3 rotates
rapidly and is not
subject to any direct
loads other than in
compression. It needs to
be light and strong.

PE + PP

rP

e
th

Motor

ee

‘O

S
Other Plastics

PP

Another Glass fibre reinforced plastic.
This is used for 4.2, the water seal rises
with the water level and cuts off entry to
impeller/ motor when full. This material
was used for its low bulk density (700
kg/m^3) whilst still being rigid and
impermeable to water.

ME30356 Reverse Engineering: Assembly & Materials
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Parts List

Materials

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Motor

Various

Flange Washer

Cast Steel

Impeller Fan

Aluminium

Self lock nut

Galvanized Steel

Upper Vac Body

PP + PE

Phillips Selftap Screw X4

Galvanized Steel

Flat Washer

Low Carbon steel

Phillips Screw X2

Galvanized Steel

Cable Clamp

Polycarbonate

Earth wire connector

Brass

Exhaust vent cover

ABS

2.10
2.11
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Power wire connectors X2 Brass

6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8

Deep Dive : Upper Vacuum Body
Design for Assembly
Instruction for Assembler

Motor Cover Location

Screws

Motor location

Connector lugs

Markings have been placed on
the exhaust vent cover so the
person assembling the product can
immediately tell which orientation
the cover she be oriented for
correct assembly.

Similar to the motor, the motor cover
location points are positioned between
V guides these reduce the level of
accuracy required to fit the cover.

All screws used in assembly are both
self tapping and self locking. These
reduces machining and assembly time
as well as reducing the chance of a
screw coming loose through vibration.

The motor location point is surrounded
by a raised circular wall with two flats.
This fits with the motor design so
that simply twisting and pushing will
automatically locate the motor with the
screw holes.

The motor cover is constrained by
connector lugs that require very little
time or effort to connect, the cover
is simply pushed onto the lugs to
assemble. They can also be easily
released if necessary.

Plug connector screws X3 Galvanized Steel
Connector Housing

PA66-GF10

On/Off Switch

Polycarbonate

PCB & Components

Various

PCB Housing Plate

PA66-GF30

Exhaust Muffler

Foam

Plug Safety cover

POM

Countersunk Screw X4

Galvanized Steel

Plug Socket

Polycarbonate

Spring

Steel

Switch Cover

Polycarbonate

Upper Vac Cover

PP + PE

Motor cover

PP + PE

TorX Screws X4

Galvanized Steel

Phillips Screws X6

Galvanized Steel

Water Seal

PA6-GF30

Filter

Various

O ring

Rubber

Impeller cover

PP + PE

Water seal housing

PP + PE

Filter End

PP

Rotary Filter lock

PP + PE

Main Vac Body/ Storage

PP + PE

Lower Clip lock

PP + PE

Wheel Connector

PP + PE

Wheel with shaft X4

Various

Upper Clip Lock

PP + GF

Phillips screw X4

Galvanized Steel

Wheel Main body X4

PP + PE

Wheel without shaft X4

PP + PE

Narrow extension

PP + P

Circular Brash Attachment PP
Universal Adapter

PVC

Carpet Attachment

PP

Wet Vac Attachment

PP

Hose pipe

PVC

Wheels X4

PP + PE

Vacuum tube X3

PP + PE

Designing for Stength

Turbulent Flow Reduction
The air exhaust manifold was fitted
with a hollow cylindrical sponge.
As the air is drawn up through the
Vacuum, its develops a rotary motion
due to the nature of the impeller.
This is likely to result in a highly
turbulent flow. As the Vacmaster is
also a Blower, producing a more
linear flow would have two effects.
•
•

When designing the product, the
functional process of the vacuum and
the strenghts of the materials used
were considered. The points where
the clips hook on to the upper vacuum
body were designed with built in
braces either side of the mount. This
both increases the strength of the
Upper body and provides an alignment
assist for the user.

Increase force of Blower
Reduce Noise

The use of the hollow sponge is an
attempt to reduce the turbulence
flowing from the impeller housing
down the hose.

Improvements: Design for the Life Cycle
Reduction of Parts

Design for Remanufacture

By reducing the number of parts, you reduce the disassembly effort and the
variation in materials.
The handle at the top of the product could simply be integrated into the top of
the upper Vacuum cover and turning four parts into one.

The Life cycle can be improved by preparing the product for quality remanufacturer.
This could be done in two ways.
•

By remove components that are likely to wear the product. Self taping
screws have been used regularly throughout the product. This is ideal for
manufacture but increases wear so they will be less likely to be suitable for
remanufacture. This could be improved by integrating more high quality snap
fits like demonstrated above.

•

Alternatively the scope could be broadened to there full range of products
and try to design for similar parts where possible. This would reduce the total
number of parts produced so more remanufacture could be achieved overall.

The wheel connectors (5.3) are also unnecessary as the wheels could connect
directly into the bottom of the mane Vacmaster body (5.1)

Earth Pin depresses safety mechanism
exposing socket for live and neutral
pins

PCB is connected
to
the
double
throw switch.

If switch is set to I then the Vacmaster
functions as a normal vacuum cleaner.
The motor provides a simple but
essential function, it transfers the
electrical energy into rotary kinetic
energy. This is then used to turn the
impeller which moves the air which in
turn creates suction.
When switched to II, the Vacmaster
becomes an extractor. With this function
the suction becomes dependant
on power being drawn from the
power tool which is plugged into
the vacuum socket. This is an
excellence feature as the vacuum
cuts off when not needed.

The Spring resets
the lock when plug
is removed.
Power runs from
the mains to the
PCB which controls
all of the vacuum
electrical functions.

In the exhaust port there is a sponge
cylinder. The primary function of this is
to reduce the turbulence of the exiting
air which reduces noise and increases
the force of the blower.
The air then exits the impeller housing
at the exhaust port. This port leads
straight out into the atmosphere which
becomes the blower system.
This sponge is held in place by the vent
cover which may also help to increase
linear flow.

BLOWER SYSTEM
IMPROVEMENT
The blower port is excellent when in
use but continues to blow air out when
the Vacmaster is in use as a vacuum or
extractor. A folding cover could be used
to divert flow toward the floor when
not in use.

IMPROVEMENT
There are no power control features, A twist knob could easily
be integrated for so the user could control power. Useful in
various scenarios . e.g. Removing saw dust from a tool kit.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Soft plastic end with reducing stepped
diameter to fit any power tool with
extraction port.
Essential for the overall Extraction
function

The traditional carpet cleaner tool. Transition between this and
the hard floor nozzle is achieved by pressing tabs with both
thumbs to release the attachment.
IMPROVEMENT
Replacing the two clip system with a slide and clip system
would make it possible to operate the change function with
one hand which would increase the ease of the operation.

Universal Adapter

Carpet tool

AIR/ WATER VACUUM SYSTEM
Hard floor Nozzle

Crevice tool

Circular Dust Brush

Air and water flows horizontally
through filter. The base plate is solid.
This insures that no air can pass
into the filter and seal housing from
directly below. This prevents any
updraught acting on the seal which
hypothetically cause the suction to
be cut off.

The twist lock enables the filter to be
removed when changing wet/ dry
cleaning. The O-ring insures a smooth
lock rotation.

This mobile seal is raised as the water
level rises, resulting in suction cut off
when the container is full.

IMPROVEMENT
Reducing the height of this seal would
increase the maximum water level
and so increase the maximum storage
volume.
This functions both indoor and outdoor,
with stiff bristles at the front and a rubber
scraper behind. Which makes it good
for both wet and dry. Gaps between the
bristles allow water through.

Essential tool for reaching the nooks and
crannies. Can be used inside or out and
is very good for clearing workbenches.
In keeping with the product overall
function.

Circular brush head for removing dust
from thick carpet. This feature aids
the selling point that this product is
domestic and outdoor.

ME30356 Reverse Engineering: Component Role & Function
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Parts List

Function

IMPROVEMENT
An impeller optimization study
was commissioned by the US
military. The conclusion of this
study was that the integration of
aerofoils into an impeller could
result in power reductions of
up to 10% for the same suction
force.

Having
disassembled
the
impeller, you can see the spiral
fins are made from a single layer
of aluminium. By adding another
blade close to the original
blade, A simple aerofoil could
be achieved. This would either
reduce the energy requirement
or increase the power output.

DEEP DIVE: Impeller & Housing
The upper and lower impeller housings are
connected using an interlocking flange and are
then screwed together at six different points. The
flange insures that there is a complete seal around
the entire impeller housing. An air leak would result
in lost power on both the suction and the blower

This product provides three main functions:
• Vacuum Cleaner
• Blower
• Extractor
These three functions are performed by three
systems.
• Air/ Water Vacuum system
• Air exhaust system
• Electrical system
The Impeller is the point that these three systems
meet and the primary component in completing
the three function.

The point were the air enters the impeller is a crucial
point as poor design would result in air blow by and
mess with the fluid dynamics of the system.
To prevent this, a ‘Bellmouth’ has been used. This is
a protruding lip that insures no air escapes between
the lower impeller housing and the impeller.

USER REVIEW: “Product couldn’t handle fine dust,
it died!”
It is likely that this problem was caused by a the dust
escaping above the impeller into the motor where it
caused an electrical failure.
The only separation between the impeller and the
motor is a flange washer. The function of this is
to properly locate the impeller on the drive shaft.
However it fails to provide a seal for the motor.
IMPROVEMENT
Integrating a seal into the housing between the
motor and the impeller would prevent any debris
escaping the impeller chamber and protect the
electronics.

Impeller Function
The impeller rotates driven by the motor, the arcing blades push
the air out to the sides. This causes an area of low pressure in the
centre of the impeller which draws air up through the whole in the
centre. It is this process that causes suction force.

Research done for the US military suggests that
up to 50 percent of impeller inefficiencies can be
caused in-between the bellmouth and impeller.
To reduce this the vacmaster bellmouth is made
of rubber and is in almost direct contact with the
impeller opening.

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

Motor

Electrical to kinetic energy

Flange Washer

Impeller location

Impeller Fan

Air movement/ suction

Self lock nut

Fastener

Upper Vac Body

Electrical housing

Phillips Selftap Screw X4

Fastener

Flat Washer

Spacing

Phillips Screw X2

Fastener

Cable Clamp

Fastener

Earth wire connector

Wire to plug connector

Exhaust vent cover

Muffler Constraint

2.10
2.11
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Power wire connectors X2 Wire to plug connector

6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8

Plug connector screws X3 Fastener
Connector Housing

Electrical housing

On/Off Switch

User interface

PCB & Components

Electrical system control

PCB Housing Plate

Mounting PCB

Exhaust Muffler

Reduce turbulent flow

Plug Safety cover

User protection

Countersunk Screw X4

Wire to plug connector

Plug Socket

Power tool connection

Spring

Reset locking mechanism

Switch Cover

Electrical Insulator

Upper Vac Cover

User Interface/ protection

Motor cover

Motor location

TorX Screws X4

Fastener

Phillips Screws X6

Fastener

Water Seal

Full Vac Cut off

Filter

Remove air/ water/ dirt

O ring

Lock seal

Impeller cover

Houses Impeller

Water seal housing

Locates water seal

Filter End

Prevents updraught

Rotary Filter lock

Lock filter in place

Main Vac Body/ Storage

Contains Debris

Lower Clip lock

Lever for easy locking

Wheel Connector

Connects wheel to body

Wheel with shaft X4

Vacmaster mobility

Upper Clip Lock

Locks vac halves together

Phillips screw X4

Fastener

Wheel Main body X4

Vacmaster mobility

Wheel without shaft X4

Vacmaster mobility

Narrow extension

Reaching crevices

Circular Brash Attachment Removes dust from carpet
Universal Adapter

Vac-Power tool connector

Carpet Attachment

Carpet vacuuming

Wet Vac Attachment

Liquid vacuuming

Hose pipe

Extending reach

Wheels X4

Vacmaster mobility

Vacuum tube X3

Extending reach

Manufacturing Methods
The vast majority of parts for this product were injection moulded. Below is a graph showing the complexity of each component vs the number of functions
that component is required to perform. This provides a measure of the value that component requires to make verses that which is provides to the product.

No. of Part Function

Deep Dive
This part was injection moulded. It is a complex part with lots of functions including housing all the
electronics and the motor. Two schematics show how the mould for this part may have been
assembled.
The blower exhaust pipe has internal features that necessitate the need for a mould
part in the horizontal plane making this a 3 dimensional mould. This increases
the complexity.

Improvement
Injection
Mou
ldin
Other Pr
godu
Co
ctio
mp
n
Me
PCB
tho lexit
Produced using
y
ds
the industrial method of

As can be seen in the graph on the left, some parts are
extremely complex, requiring many mould parts but are
not performing many functions. These parts with less
required function could be simplified. The twist lock
used for holding the filter in place could be a much
more two dimensional shape which would reduce
the complexity of manufacture.

chemical copper reduction using
UV light sensitive cover.

Motor
Vacmaster produce there own motors in there
factory in Suzhou, China. manufacturing includes
winding the copper in a winding machine, as well as
injection moulding the body.

Flange washer
Sand cast to achieve unusual shape, this was proved using spark
testing in material analysis. This part could be produced or bought in or
manufactured on site.

Impeller
Produced from sheet aluminium which is then staples together using
the aluminium sheet itself to create the staples. Interesting method,
pieces are likely laser cut then assembled in a press.

All other parts where basic, screws, bolts wire or washers and would
almost certainly be bought in from wholesale manufacturers.

Mould and Part:
Exploded View

Extrus
ion
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Cross section
Improvement - Relocation
Vacmaster currently produce in an industrial estate just west of Shanghai
city were the warehouse rental is 24.7 RMB/m2 per month. If they were to
relocate just down the coast to the area of Ningbo, the annual rent would
half as the rental price is 12.2 RMB/m2.
References
Cleva info(Vacmaster company):SGS verified Assesment report: https://cleva.en.alibaba.com
China Rental info: https://www.china-briefing.com/news/operational-costs-of-business-inchinas-inland-cities/
Salary info: https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/china-white-collar-average-salaryrises-slightly-in-the-third-quarter-of-2018-300728416.html
material cost: https://www.made-in-china.com/productdirector.
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